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Our ability to grab onto and hold in mind the informa-
tion presented in a visual scene is extremely limited. For
instance, subjects have great difficulty in detecting a gross
change between two similar scenes if these scenes are
separated in time or by another visual stimulus (Rensink,
2002; Rensink, O’Regan, & Clark, 1997; Simons, 1996).
Although the earliest stages of visual information pro-
cessing are endowed with virtually unlimited processing
capacities (Pashler, 1988; Phillips, 1974; Sperling, 1960),
severe limits occur when the visual information is stored
into visual working memory, which can at best accom-
modate four visual items (Cowan, 2001; Luck & Vogel,
1997; Pashler, 1988; Vogel, Woodman, & Luck, 2001).
This bottleneck of information processing has signifi-
cant real-life consequences, since it is considered to limit
what information can be explicitly perceived and acted
upon (Becker, Pashler, & Anstis, 2000; Chun & Potter,
1995; Jolicœur, Dell’Acqua, & Crebolder, 2001; Rensink,
2002; Shapiro, Arnell, & Raymond, 1997).

Due to the ubiquitous role of working memory in vi-
sual cognition, it is not too surprising that it has been as-
sociated with a large network of brain regions in both hu-
mans (J. D. Cohen et al., 1997; Courtney, Ungerleider,
Keil, & Haxby, 1997; Jonides et al., 1993; Linden et al.,
2003; Munk et al., 2002; Pessoa, Gutierrez, Bandettini,
& Ungerleider, 2002; Sala, Rämä, & Courtney, 2003)
and nonhuman primates (Chafee & Goldman-Rakic, 1998;

Constantinidis & Steinmetz, 1996; Funahashi, Bruce, &
Goldman-Rakic, 1989; Fuster, 1990; Goldman-Rakic,
1996; Miller & Desimone, 1994; Quintana & Fuster,
1999). Encompassing all the cortical lobes, this network
can be loosely divided into regions that contribute pri-
marily to Baddeley’s (1986) central executive system and
those regions involved in maintaining and storing the vi-
sual information that is manipulated by the executive
system, the so-called visuospatial sketch pad (Baddeley
& Logie, 1999), or visual short-term memory (VSTM).

Executive processes, such as attentional selection,
control, and manipulation of information, have been as-
sociated primarily with the frontal/prefrontal cortex (Bor,
Duncan, Wiseman, & Owen, 2003; Curtis & D’Esposito,
2003; Sakai, Rowe, & Passingham, 2002; Smith & Jonides,
1999). By contrast, the simple storage of sensory infor-
mation in VSTM or in auditory short-term memory is
thought to involve more posterior regions (Paulesu, Frith,
& Frackowiak, 1993; Postle, Berger, & D’Esposito, 1999;
Rowe & Passingham, 2001; Smith & Jonides, 1998). In
particular, substantial evidence indicates that the poste-
rior parietal and inferior temporal regions are involved
in the retention of visual information (Munk et al., 2002;
Pessoa et al., 2002; Todd & Marois, 2004). However, this
anterior–posterior dissociation is likely not absolute,
since the frontal/prefrontal cortex has also been involved
in the simple maintenance of information (e.g., J. D.
Cohen et al., 1997; Courtney, Petit, Maisog, Ungerleider,
& Haxby, 1998; Courtney et al., 1997; Curtis & D’Es-
posito, 2003; Linden et al., 2003).

Thus, although there is considerable evidence that
even the simple maintenance of information in VSTM
recruits a vast network of brain regions (Linden et al.,
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Humans show a severe capacity limit in the number of objects they can store in visual short-term
memory (VSTM). We recently demonstrated with functional magnetic resonance imaging that VSTM
storage capacity estimated in averaged group data correlated strongly with posterior parietal/superior
occipital cortex activity (Todd & Marois, 2004). However, individuals varied widely in their VSTM ca-
pacity. Here, we examined the neural basis of these individual differences. A voxelwise, individual-
differences analysis revealed a significant correlation between posterior parietal cortex (PPC) activity
and individuals’ VSTM storage capacity. In addition, a region-of-interest analysis indicated that other brain
regions, particularly visual occipital cortex, may contribute to individual differences in VSTM capac-
ity. Thus, although not ruling out contributions from other brain regions, the individual-differences ap-
proach supports a key role for the PPC in VSTM by demonstrating that its activity level predicts indi-
vidual differences in VSTM storage capacity.
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2003; Munk et al., 2002; Pessoa et al., 2002; Sala et al.,
2003), the extent to which different nodes of this net-
work process distinct components of VSTM is still not
resolved (Pessoa et al., 2002). Furthermore, the neural
basis of arguably the most distinctive characteristic of
VSTM, its severely limited storage capacity, is poorly
understood. Although a parametric load manipulation
has been used in several studies to isolate brain regions
associated with visual working memory (e.g., Braver
et al., 1997; J. D. Cohen et al., 1997; Druzgal & D’Es-
posito, 2003; Jha & McCarthy, 2000; Leung, Gore, &
Goldman-Rakic, 2002; Linden et al., 2003), few have ex-
plored the neural substrates underlying the capacity con-
straints of working memory (e.g., Callicott et al., 1999;
Duncan et al., 1999; Linden et al., 2003; Olesen, West-
erberg, & Klingberg, 2004; Vogel & Machizawa, 2004).

In a recent study, we sought to identify the neural sub-
strates associated with the capacity limit in storing a vi-
sual scene in VSTM (both object identities and loca-
tions; Todd & Marois, 2004). In that study, even though
subjects were shown from one to eight color objects (Fig-
ure 1), they were successful in storing only up to three or
four of them in VSTM. More important, this VSTM stor-
age capacity did not appear to be equally distributed
across the neural network subserving visual working
memory. Rather, activity in a particular brain region, the
posterior parietal/superior occipital cortex (intraparietal
sulcus and intraoccipital sulcus), was found to be tightly

correlated with the limited number of objects stored in
VSTM (Todd & Marois, 2004). A much weaker VSTM-
capacity–related signal was observed in the ventral oc-
cipital and frontal cortex. These results suggest that a
key function of the posterior parietal cortex (PPC) in the
neural network of visual working memory is the storage
of visuospatial information.

The results of this study (Todd & Marois, 2004) were
based on a group average of VSTM load. That is, we
sought to isolate brain regions that correlated with the
average number of objects stored in VSTM at each load.
However, an examination of individual storage capacity
functions reveals a wide range of individual VSTM capac-
ities (Figure 2). Using a formula modified from Pashler
(1988) by Cowan (2001) to estimate VSTM capacity, the
maximum number of objects maintained in VSTM was
found to vary considerably between individuals, from
1.74 to 6.37. This variation in capacity could arise from
a wide spectrum of factors, ranging from differences in
biology (e.g., genetics, age, and possibly gender), to task
experience (e.g., Olesen et al., 2004; Raichle et al., 1994),
and to differences in task strategies (Cornoldi & Vecchi,
2003; Rypma, Berger, & D’Esposito, 2002). But irre-
spective of what may be the underlying cause(s) for these
individual differences in VSTM capacity, of most sig-
nificance here is that a group average analysis does not
capture the neural basis of individual differences, since
it treats intersubject variability as error. If the activity of

Figure 1. Trial design. Each trial began with the presentation of two digits, which
were rehearsed subvocally throughout the trial. Next, a varying memory load of colored
disks (one to eight) was presented. Following a brief retention interval (1,200 msec in
Experiment 1, 9,200 msec in Experiment 2), the subjects determined whether a probe
disk matched in color the disk presented at the same position in the sample display.
Finally, a judgment was made regarding the two rehearsed digits.
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a brain region isolated with a group average analysis
does not correlate with individual differences in perfor-
mance, this would suggest that this brain region may
contribute only a generic component to the cognitive
process under investigation and that other brain regions
account for the diversity of performance across subjects.
On the other hand, a stronger case can be made about a
brain region being involved in a specific cognitive pro-
cess if that brain region not only is activated in a signif-
icant proportion of subjects, but also can account for the
differences in performance between subjects. For exam-
ple, in addition to demonstrating a role for the dorsal pre-
frontal cortex (DPFC) in the retrieval of information
from auditory-verbal working memory (AVWM) in a
group average analysis, Rypma and D’Esposito (1999)
showed that individual differences in speed of informa-
tion retrieval from AVWM was correlated with the level
of DPFC activity. Thus, using both group and individual-
differences approaches, one can isolate a brain region
that is activated across individuals in a task and, subse-
quently, identify its contribution to individual differences
in performance.

The goal of the present study was to determine how
an individual-differences approach can inform us about
the neural basis of VSTM storage capacity. In particular,
would an individual-differences approach provide con-
verging evidence with the group average analysis for the
importance of the PPC in VSTM storage capacity? Or
would such individual-differences analysis instead point
to other brain regions to account for intersubject vari-
ability? There is electrophysiological evidence in favor
of the former possibility: Vogel and Machizawa (2004)
showed that event-related potentials (ERPs) over poste-
rior parietal and lateral occipital sites can predict indi-
vidual subjects’ VSTM capacity. Importantly, the source
of this ERP signal is largely compatible with the poste-

rior parietal/superior occipital locus of VSTM storage
capacity isolated in the group average fMRI study (Todd
& Marois, 2004).

To determine which neural substrates might capture
individual differences in VSTM capacity, we adopted the
logic of Vogel and Machizawa (2004). That is, if a brain
region plays an important role in determining the amount
of information held in VSTM, it is reasonable to expect
a strong correlation between individual VSTM capacity
estimates and the respective magnitude of activation in
that brain region. In other words, individuals with large
VSTM capacities would be expected to activate this brain
region more than would individuals with smaller capac-
ities. Thus, in the present study, we correlated each sub-
ject’s brain activity at the set size at which they reached
VSTM capacity with the number of objects they stored
in VSTM at that same set size. We used this methodolog-
ical approach in a voxelwise analysis in order to isolate any
brain regions whose activity correlated with individual
differences in VSTM capacity. We also applied this tech-
nique to a more sensitive region-of-interest (ROI) analysis
in order to determine whether regions previously impli-
cated in VSTM storage capacity on the basis of a group
average analysis (Todd & Marois, 2004) track individual
differences in VSTM capacity.

METHOD

In the present study, the same data sets as those used in two extant
functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) experiments of VSTM
load (Experiment 1, Todd & Marois, 2004; Experiment 2, Todd,
Fougnie, & Marois, in press) were reanalyzed using an individual-
differences approach.

Subjects
The subjects were paid volunteers from the Vanderbilt commu-

nity. Seventeen young adults (9 females; all right-handed) partici-
pated in Experiment 1, and 14 (8 females; 12 right-handed) volun-
teered for Experiment 2. All had normal or corrected-to-normal
visual acuity and normal hearing and color vision. The experimen-
tal protocol was approved by and consent was received in accor-
dance with the Institutional Review Board at the Vanderbilt Uni-
versity Medical Center.

Task Design
Experiment 1: Fast event-related fMRI study. A detailed de-

scription of the experimental method has been published elsewhere
(Todd & Marois, 2004). The subjects performed a parametric load
manipulation of a delayed recognition task (Figure 1). A static dis-
play containing a varying number (one, two, three, four, six, or
eight) of colored disks (0.38º of visual angle), each of a different
color (red, green, dark green, blue, light blue, black, white, brown,
or yellow), was presented for 150 msec. The stimuli were presented
at nine possible locations within an invisible 3 � 3 matrix (1.38º
square). After a 1,200-msec retention period, a single colored disk
was presented in a position previously occupied by a disk in the
sample array. The subjects indicated by buttonpress whether the
color of the probe disk was identical to the color of the sample disk
at that position (right index finger, same; right middle finger, dif-
ferent). Half the trials were matched. To control for possible con-
tamination of AVWM, the subjects performed a concurrent artic-
ulatory suppression task (Baddeley, 1986). At trial onset, two
single-digit numbers were presented serially through headphones

Figure 2. Individual visual short-term memory K functions.
The K function for each individual (thin lines) is plotted by set
size. The group mean K function (n � 16) is represented by the
thick line.
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for 250 msec each, followed by a 250-msec blank interval and then
by a 250-msec auditory mask composed of superimposed forward
and reversed versions of the individual sound files. Following the
mask, there was a 1,400-msec period of fixation before the onset 
of the visual sample array. The subjects were instructed to rehearse
the two digits throughout the trial. Following the visual probe re-
sponse, the subjects indicated by buttonpress whether two visually
presented digits were the same as those rehearsed throughout the
trial.

Experiment 2: Slow event-related fMRI study. Fourteen
young adults (8 females; 12 right-handed) volunteered for this ex-
periment. The details of the experimental design have been pub-
lished elsewhere (Todd et al., in press; Todd & Marois, 2004). The
experimental design was similar to that for the fast event-related
fMRI experiment described above, with the following exceptions:
The retention interval was extended from 1,200 to 9,200 msec (trial
duration, 18 sec; 7 trials/fMRI run), only two set sizes were em-
ployed in order to compensate for the lower number of trials ac-
quired with a slow event-related paradigm, and there were no non-
event trials.

fMRI methods. fMRI methods have been described elsewhere
(Todd & Marois, 2004). Low- and three-dimensional (3-D) high-
resolution T1-weighted images were acquired using conventional
techniques with a 3-T GE MRI scanner (GE Medical Systems, Mil-
waukee, WI). In each functional run, 220 T2*-weighted echoplanar
images were acquired in 19 axial slices (7 mm thick, 3.75 � 3.75 mm
in-plane, 0-mm skip, repetition time (TR) � 2,000 msec, echo time �
25 msec, FOV � 24 cm, matrix � 64 � 64) covering the whole
brain and prescribed parallel to the AC–PC line. Trial presentation
was synchronized to TR onset by scanner trigger pulses. The stim-
uli were presented on an Apple G4 Macintosh using PsychToolBox
for Matlab. The stimuli were back-projected onto a screen viewed
by the supine subject in the MR scanner through a prism mirror.
The fMRI methods for Experiment 2 were the same as those for
Experiment 1.

Data Analysis
Behavioral analysis. The estimated number of objects stored in

VSTM (K) was calculated using a formula developed by Pashler
(1988) and modified by Cowan (2001). Here, K � (hit rate � cor-
rect rejection rate �1)N, where N is the number of objects pre-
sented in the sample array.

fMRI analysis. The fMRI data analysis was carried out with
Brain Voyager 4.9.1 (Brain Innovation, Maastricht, The Nether-
lands). Preprocessing included intrasession image realignment, 3-D
motion correction and correction for slice scan acquisition order
using sinc interpolation, and linear trend removal.

Group statistical parametric map analysis. VSTM load-
modulated regions in Experiment 1 and for the right posterior middle
frontal gyrus (see the Results section) were identified in statistical
parametric maps (SPMs) of blood oxygen level dependent (BOLD)
activation, using multiple regression analysis, with impulse regres-
sors for each trial type (six set sizes and a no-event condition) con-
volved with a canonical hemodynamic response function (Boynton,
Engel, Glover, & Heeger, 1996). Regression coefficients were
weighted for each set size by their respective group average K value.
The resulting maps from all the subjects were standardized into Ta-
lairach space (Talairach & Tournoux, 1988) and were overlaid to
create composite activation maps. The overall model fit was assessed
with an F statistic, using a random effects model, and voxels were
considered significant if p � .05, corrected for multiple compar-
isons, using a cluster threshold of 6 voxels and spatial smoothing
Gaussian kernel of 8.0 mm (FWHM; Ward, 2000). ROIs were iso-
lated from the SPMs, and time courses for each memory load were
extracted from these ROIs. Percentage of signal change of each
time course was calculated using the nonevent time series as the
baseline condition (Kourtzi & Kanwisher, 2001).

Individual-differences analysis. Individual-differences analysis
was carried out using both a voxel-based and an ROI-based ap-
proach. The voxelwise approach was used to identify regions that
track individual differences in VSTM storage capacity. To isolate
such regions, we first determined, for each subject, the maximum
number of objects they could store (Kmax) and the percentage of
BOLD signal change (relative to no-event signal) obtained at the
Kmax set size. Since at set size 1 all the subjects had virtually the
same K value (mean K � 0.95) but very different BOLD signal lev-
els, we standardized brain activity across subjects by first subtract-
ing the percentage of BOLD signal at set size 1 from the percent-
age of BOLD signal at set size Kmax. By using set size 1 activity as
a baseline response for each individual, this transformation in-
creased our sensitivity for detecting brain regions whose activity
correlated with individual differences in VSTM capacity (Vogel &
Machizawa, 2004). For each individual, regressors were defined for
set size Kmax and set size 1 and were weighted by the individual’s
maximum K value. We then probed for voxels whose activity co-
varied with the magnitude of the difference between set size Kmax
and set size 1 across individuals.

The ROI approach was used to determine whether brain regions
previously implicated in VSTM storage capacity on the basis of a
group average analysis (Todd & Marois, 2004) contributed to indi-
vidual differences in VSTM capacity. For each ROI, we correlated
the individual differences in Kmax with the individual differences in
percentage of peak activation between set size Kmax and set size 1.
Specifically, the volume corresponding to the peak of the hemody-
namic response collapsed across all set sizes was first defined.
Then, for each individual, the activation difference between set size
Kmax and set size 1 of the peak volume was computed, and these ac-
tivation differences were subsequently correlated with each indi-
vidual’s Kmax. Significance for correlation analysis of the intrapari-
etal sulcus/intraoccipital sulcus (IPS/IOS) ROI was set to p � .05,
one-tail, on the basis of the a priori expectation of a positive linear
relationship between VSTM capacity and brain activity. For con-
sistency, the same statistical criteria were employed for all the ROIs.
For Experiment 2, ROI analysis of individual differences in VSTM
capacity1 was performed by first computing, for each individual,
the difference in activation between set sizes 1 and 3 and regress-
ing this activation difference with their corresponding K value ob-
tained at set size 3 across individuals. This analysis was performed
separately for the encoding, maintenance, and retrieval phases of
VSTM, using the peak volumes acquired 5.5–7.5, 9.5–11.5, and
15.5–17.5 sec after stimulus presentation, respectively. Given the
9.2-sec-long retention interval, these peak time windows should
provide largely uncontaminated estimates of activity for each of the
three VSTM phases, particularly for the maintenance phase (Pessoa
et al., 2002; Zarahn, Aguirre, & D’Esposito, 1997).

Outliers were isolated and removed in ROIs using DFFITSi with
a cutoff threshold equal to �1 (J. Cohen, P. Cohen, West, & Aiken,
2003). At most, two outliers were removed from any given ROI.

RESULTS

Voxel-Based Analyses
The aim of the voxelwise analysis was to isolate brain

regions whose activity correlated with individual differ-
ences in VSTM capacity. This SPM revealed a single re-
gion within the left IPS/IOS [t(15) � 4.42, p � .05, cor-
rected; Figure 3A]. The activated region largely overlapped
the IPS/IOS region isolated in the group analysis (Todd &
Marois, 2004): group-based ROI Talairach coordinates,
x, �14 to �30; y, �81 to �58; z, �17 to �49; individual-
based ROI coordinates, x, �17 to �29; y, �81 to �61;
z, �21 to �45. The contralateral IPS/IOS was also acti-
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vated when the threshold was reduced tenfold. ROI analy-
sis of this IPS/IOS region confirmed that individuals’
Kmax correlated with the activation difference between

set size Kmax and set size 1 [r(12) � .56, p � .05; Fig-
ure 3B]. This load-modulated response was not simply due
to high-K individuals demonstrating greater overall acti-
vation than low-K individuals did (Vogel & Machizawa,
2004), since each subject’s BOLD signal was standardized
at set size 1. The response was also not due to scaling
differences in activation across individuals, with subjects
with greater memory capacity simply having greater
overall activation range, since overall activation differ-
ences across set sizes did not correlate with individuals’
Kmax [r(14) � .36, n.s.]. Importantly, the correlation be-
tween individuals’ Kmax and activity difference between
set sizes Kmax and 1 did not extend to supracapacity set
sizes. That is, there was no correlation between individ-
uals’ Kmax and the activation difference between set size 8
and Kmax for the individuals whose Kmax occurred at set
sizes lower than 8 [r(7) � �.19, n.s.]. Analysis of the
same ROI in Experiment 2 with extended retention in-
terval revealed that the activity difference between set
sizes 3 and 1 was correlated with individual VSTM ca-
pacities at set size 3 during maintenance [r(12) � .54, p �
.05] and retrieval [r(11) � .63, p � .05], and marginally
so during encoding [r(11) � .50, p � .08; Figure 3C].

Taken together, these analyses indicate that a region
of the IPS/IOS that largely overlaps with the PPC region
isolated with a group-based approach to VSTM capacity
(Todd & Marois, 2004) tracks individual differences in
VSTM capacity.

ROI-Based Analyses
In addition to the IPS/IOS, our group average study of

VSTM load had revealed weak correlation between VSTM
capacity and ventral occipital (VO) and anterior cingulate
(AC) cortex activity (Todd & Marois, 2004). Here, we
examined the latter two ROIs to determine whether their
activity reflects individual differences in VSTM capacity.

Ventral occipital ROI. Individual-differences analysis
applied to Experiment 1, using the methods described for
the IPS/IOS above, revealed that VO activity difference
between set size Kmax and set size 1 did not correlate with
individuals’ VSTM capacity [r(14) � .32, n.s.; Figure 4A].
However, individual-differences analysis for Experi-
ment 2 indicated that VO activity difference between set
sizes 3 and 1 correlated with individuals’ VSTM capac-
ity at set size 3 during maintenance [r(12) � .63, p �
.05; Figure 4B], but not during encoding [r(12) � �.02,
n.s.] or retrieval [r(12) � .14, n.s.]. Thus, a correlation
between individuals’ VSTM storage capacity and brain
activity in VO is observed in the VSTM task with the
long retention interval, but not with the short retention
interval (Experiment 1).

Anterior cingulate ROI. In the AC, activation differ-
ences between set size Kmax and set size 1 did not corre-
late significantly with individual capacity limit estimates
[r(13) � .35, n.s.; Figure 5A]. Correspondingly, Exper-
iment 2 revealed no significant correlation between AC
activity and individual VSTM capacities during all three
phases of VSTM [encoding, r(11) � .17, n.s.; maintenance,

Figure 3. Intraparietal/intraoccipital regions of interest.
(A) Statistical parametric map of individual differences in visual
short-term memory (VSTM) storage capacity revealed activity
along the left intraparietal sulcus/intraoccipital sulcus (IPS/IOS;
p � .05, corrected). The peak voxel Talairach coordinates of this
region are x, y, z, �25, �77, �33. The contralateral IPS/IOS is
also activated when the threshold is reduced tenfold. (B) Corre-
lation of individual Kmax (VSTM storage capacity estimates) with
the activation difference between set size Kmax and set size 1 for
Experiment 1. (C) Correlation of individual Ksetsize3 with the ac-
tivation difference between set sizes 3 and 1 for the encoding
(red), maintenance (green), and retrieval (blue) phases of VSTM
in Experiment 2.
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r(12) � .42, n.s.; retrieval, r(12) � �.14, n.s.; Figure 5B].
Thus, AC activity shows nonsignificant correlation trends
with individual differences in VSTM capacity.

Right posterior middle frontal gyrus ROI. Our
group average approach to VSTM capacity failed to re-
veal any regions of the frontal or prefrontal cortex that
correlated with the number of objects stored in VSTM
(Todd & Marois, 2004). However, the role of these re-
gions in visual working memory has been clearly estab-
lished (Curtis & D’Esposito, 2003; Druzgal & D’Espos-
ito, 2003; Leung et al., 2002; Linden et al., 2003; Postle,
Stern, Rosen, & Corkin, 2000; Sala et al., 2003). To de-
termine whether an individual-differences analysis may
better reveal a frontal/prefrontal contribution to VSTM

storage capacity, we examined a region in the right pos-
terior middle frontal gyrus (rpMFG; Figure 6A) that can
be observed in the group average SPM of VSTM storage
capacity (Todd & Marois, 2004) when the statistical
threshold p was reduced 100-fold prior to correction for
multiple comparisons. A plot of the group average peak
BOLD response at each VSTM set size (Figure 6B) re-
vealed that the rpMFG response function was different
from the group behavioral K function (Figure 6B; Todd
& Marois, 2004): Instead of leveling off around set size 3
or 4, rpMFG response reached asymptote at set size 2, a
subcapacity VSTM set size. In addition, individual-
differences analysis revealed that the rpMFG activity dif-
ference between set size Kmax and set size 1 did not cor-

Figure 4. Bilateral ventral occipital region of interest. (A) Correlation of individual Kmax with the acti-
vation difference between set size Kmax and set size 1 in Experiment 1. (B) Correlation of individual Ksetsize3
with the activation difference between set sizes 3 and 1 for the encoding (red), maintenance (green), and
retrieval (blue) phases of visual short-term memory in Experiment 2.
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Figure 5. Anterior cingulate region of interest. (A) Correlation of individual Kmax with the activation dif-
ference between set size Kmax and set size 1 in Experiment 1. (B) Correlation of individual Ksetsize3 with the
activation difference between set sizes 3 and 1 for the encoding (red), maintenance (green), and retrieval
(blue) phases of visual short-term memory in Experiment 2.
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relate with individuals’ VSTM capacity [r(14) � .25,
n.s.; Figure 6C]. Finally, there was no correlation be-
tween rpMFG activity and individuals’ VSTM capacity
at set size 3 for the encoding [r(10) � .49, n.s.] and re-
trieval [r(11) � �.42, n.s.] phases of VSTM in Experi-
ment 2, but there was a marginal correlation during
maintenance [r(11) � .53, p � .06; Figure 6D]. Thus,
both the group average and the individual-differences
approaches suggest that rpMFG activity does not tightly
correlate with VSTM storage capacity.

DISCUSSION

Using a voxelwise individual-differences approach,
we showed that posterior parietal/superior occipital cor-
tex activity predicts individual differences in VSTM ca-
pacity. Importantly, this area largely overlapped with the

PPC region that was isolated with a group-based ap-
proach (Todd & Marois, 2004). This key result suggests
that the IPS/IOS does not simply contribute a generic
component to VSTM storage capacity, since it may also
be involved in setting individual differences in VSTM
storage capacity. Thus, just as an individual-differences
approach has consolidated the importance and clarified
the role of the lateral prefrontal cortex in working mem-
ory (Rypma et al., 2002; Rypma & D’Esposito, 1999,
2000), the present individual-differences analysis pro-
vides converging evidence with the group average ap-
proach (Todd & Marois, 2004) that the PPC is a key
neural locus of our limited capacity for storing a mental
representation of the visual world (Todd & Marois, 2004).

By virtue of its central role in goal-driven attention and
spatial working memory (Corbetta, Kincade, & Shulman,
2002; Corbetta & Shulman, 2002; LaBar, Gitelman, Par-

Figure 6. Right posterior middle frontal gyrus (rpMFG) region of interest. (A) The statistical paramet-
ric map of group-averaged, K-weighted visual short-term memory (VSTM) load function in Experiment 1
reveals activation in the rpMFG (threshold t � 2.12). The peak voxel Talairach coordinates are x, y,
z , �26, �5, �45. (B) Behavioral K function (empty circles, dashed line) and rpMFG peak response func-
tion (solid circles and line) for the group average analysis in Experiment 1. Percentage of signal change is
on the left ordinate; K values are on the right ordinate. Peak percentage of signal change corresponded to
the volume acquired 5.6 sec after stimulus presentation. (C) Correlation of individual Kmax with the acti-
vation difference between set size Kmax and set size 1 in Experiment 1. (D) Correlation of individual Ksetsize3
with the activation difference between set sizes 3 and 1 for the encoding (red), maintenance (green), and
retrieval (blue) phases of VSTM in Experiment 2.
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rish, & Mesulam, 1999; Wojciulik & Kanwisher, 1999) and
in visual feature integration (Friedman-Hill, Robertson,
& Treisman, 1995; Shafritz, Gore, & Marois, 2002), the
PPC is well positioned to build an integrated mental rep-
resentation of the visual scene. However, it is important
to note that the present experimental paradigm focused
on capacity limits in storing all of the information pres-
ent in the visual scene—that is, both the identity (color)
and the location of objects. Although object and spatial
working memory activate overlapping networks (Haxby,
Petit, Ungerleider, & Courtney, 2000; Mecklinger, Bosch,
Gruenewald, Bentin, & von Cramon, 2000; Postle, Stern,
et al., 2000; Sala et al., 2003), the processing of object iden-
tity and location information preferentially activates sepa-
rate ventral inferior temporal and dorsal parietal processing
streams, respectively (Courtney, Ungerleider, Keil, &
Haxby, 1996; Haxby et al., 1991; Postle & D’Esposito,
1999; Postle, Stern, et al., 2000; Ungerleider & Mishkin,
1982). Furthermore, there is psychophysical and neuro-
psychological evidence that VSTM stores for spatial in-
formation and object information are at least partly distinct
(Della Sala, Gray, Baddeley, Allamano, & Wilson, 1999;
Klauer & Zhao, 2004; Logie, 1995; Logie & Marchetti,
1991; Mottaghy, Gangitano, Sparing, Krause, & Pascual-
Leone, 2002; Oliveri et al., 2001; Tresch, Sinnamon, &
Seamon, 1993; Woodman, Vogel, & Luck, 2004). Thus,
although the present study highlights the importance of the
posterior parietal/superior occipital cortex in the capac-
ity limit of storing the entire visual scene, it is certainly
possible that different brain regions could contribute pre-
dominantly to purely object-based forms of VSTM stor-
age capacity.

Although the correlation analyses support the hypothe-
sis that the IPS/IOS is involved in VSTM storage capacity,
they also suggest that it is unlikely to be the only brain
region contributing to individual differences in VSTM
storage capacity. Indeed, IPS/IOS activity accounts for
about 40% of the intersubject variance in VSTM storage
capacity. Correspondingly, the ROI-based analyses sug-
gested that individual differences in VSTM capacity may
also be reflected in the activity of additional brain re-
gions, albeit not as consistently and robustly as in the
IPS/IOS. AC activity was found to be poorly sensitive to
individual differences in VSTM capacity, with either the
short (Experiment 1) or the long (Experiment 2) retention
interval paradigms. These results are generally consistent
with the group average results (Todd & Marois, 2004):
Time course analysis of the AC suggests that it is activated
later than the IPS/IOS and the VO cortex, primarily at
retrieval (Todd & Marois, 2004). Similarly, other work
has shown that AC activity in visual working memory
tasks climaxes at retrieval (Petit, Courtney, Ungerleider, &
Haxby, 1998). Together, these results are in line with the
idea that the AC cortex is involved primarily in response-
related processes (Carter et al., 1998; Paus, 2001; Smith &
Jonides, 1999; Swick & Turken, 2002; van Veen, J. D.
Cohen, Botvinick, Stenger, & Carter, 2001; Zhang,
Leung, & Johnson, 2003) and may exert little function in
storing the mental representation of the visual scene.

By contrast to the AC, VO cortex activity showed an
intriguing relationship with individual differences in
VSTM capacity. On the one hand, both the group average
(Todd & Marois, 2004) and the individual-differences
(present study) analyses of Experiment 1 suggest that the
VO cortex activity does not robustly track the number of
objects that can be stored in VSTM. Indeed, there is evi-
dence that the VO cortex may be more sensitive to sensory/
perceptual load than to VSTM load, since its activity is
modulated by the number of objects present in a scene even
when the objects need not be stored in VSTM (Todd &
Marois, 2004). Correspondingly, we observed no signifi-
cant maintenance-related VO cortex activity at the group
level in a VSTM task with a long retention interval (Todd
& Marois, 2004). On the other hand, the individual-
differences analysis in Experiment 2 (extended retention
interval) revealed that VO cortex activity is correlated
with individual differences in VSTM capacity during the
maintenance phase of VSTM. Previous studies of ventral
stream contributions to VSTM (in either the VO or the
inferior temporal cortex) have yielded conflicting results
(Druzgal & D’Esposito, 2003; Jha & McCarthy, 2000;
Leung et al., 2002; Linden et al., 2003; Munk et al.,
2002; Pessoa et al., 2002; Sala et al., 2003), with several
of these studies showing no evidence of sustained activ-
ity across extended retention intervals (Jha & McCarthy,
2000; Munk et al., 2002; Pessoa et al., 2002). The results
of the latter studies, including our own (Todd & Marois,
2004), suggest that information is not maintained in the
ventral stream during VSTM. However, the individual-
differences analysis in Experiment 2 indicates that even
when a group approach reveals neither a load effect nor
even a sustained response throughout the retention in-
terval of a VSTM task, activation levels in the VO cor-
tex can still contain information about individual differ-
ences in VSTM capacity. These results may serve as a
cautionary note that simply performing group average
analyses of visual working memory load, as is currently
performed in most studies, may conceal more subtle
neural contributions to VSTM that are revealed with an
individual-differences approach.

Our group analysis of VSTM capacity did not reveal
any load-sensitive regions in the lateral frontal or the
prefrontal cortex, even when the statistical threshold was
relaxed tenfold (Todd & Marois, 2004). This is despite
the fact that numerous studies in human and nonhuman
primates have shown the importance of the frontal and
prefrontal cortex in visual working memory (J. D. Cohen
et al., 1997; Courtney et al., 1997; Funahashi et al., 1989;
Jha & McCarthy, 2000; Leung et al., 2002; Miller, Erick-
son, & Desimone, 1996; Munk et al., 2002; Postle, Berger,
Taich, & D’Esposito, 2000; Quintana & Fuster, 1992;
Rao, Rainer, & Miller, 1997). For this reason, we further
explored possible contributions of frontal/prefrontal re-
gions to VSTM capacity by analyzing a region of the
rpMFG that surfaced in the SPM when the threshold in
the group average analysis of VSTM storage capacity
(Todd & Marois, 2004) was relaxed 100-fold (Figure 6A).
The location of this rpMFG activation is consistent with
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the findings of several visual working memory studies
(Courtney et al., 1998; Jha & McCarthy, 2000; Leung
et al., 2002; Linden et al., 2003; Pessoa et al., 2002).
However, the peak response function across set sizes for
this brain region revealed a step function that differed
markedly from the quadratic behavioral function de-
scribing the number of objects stored in VSTM (Fig-
ure 6B; Todd & Marois, 2004). These results strongly
suggest that the rpMFG does not store individual repre-
sentations of visual objects and, hence, is unlikely to rep-
resent the site of VSTM storage capacity. This conclu-
sion is further supported by the finding that the rpMFG
does not appear to robustly track individual differences
in VSTM capacity.

If the rpMFG does not closely track the number of ob-
jects stored in VSTM, what might account for its step-
function with VSTM load? The Talairach coordinates of
the rpMFG place it near the human homologue of the
frontal eye field (FEF; Paus, 1996), an area involved in
controlling eye movements and covert shifts of attention
(Corbetta, 1998). Thus, rpMFG activity could reflect ei-
ther microsaccades, attention shifts, or more generally
speaking, attentional deployment during the VSTM task.
Interestingly, a similar step-function in the human FEF
has also been found in a visual object–tracking experi-
ment in which a parametric manipulation of attentional
load was used (Culham, Cavanagh, & Kanwisher, 2001),
lending further credence to the idea that the rpMFG role
in VSTM may be attention related. Specifically, the MFG
could help maintain attentional focus toward the object
representations that are stored in the PPC and the occipital
cortex. The involvement of the MFG in VSTM tasks may
be particularly important for long retention intervals that
require maintenance of attentional focus, which may ac-
count for the moderate correlation between this brain re-
gion’s activity and individual differences in VSTM capac-
ity. Such an attentional function of the frontal/prefrontal
cortex in working memory has been proposed by Curtis
and D’Esposito (2003).

Thus, although the present MFG results are consistent
with the notion that the frontal/prefrontal cortex is in-
volved in VSTM (e.g., J. D. Cohen et al., 1997; Courtney
et al., 1998; Courtney et al., 1997; Jha & McCarthy,
2000; Leung et al., 2002; Linden et al., 2003), they sup-
port recent models suggesting that the role of these brain
regions in visual working memory does not include stor-
age of visuospatial information per se (Curtis & D’Es-
posito, 2003; D’Esposito & Postle, 1999; Passingham &
Sakai, 2004; Postle, Berger, Goldstein, Curtis, & D’Es-
posito, 2001; Rowe, Toni, Josephs, Frackowiak, & Pass-
ingham, 2000). Indeed, these studies are generally con-
sistent with brain lesion work indicating that although
the prefrontal cortex may be required for active mainte-
nance of visual information over long delays, it likely
does not dictate storage capacity (D’Esposito & Postle,
1999).

The results of both the group average (Todd & Marois,
2004) and the individual-differences (present study) analy-

ses are highly consistent with a recent electrophysiological
study of VSTM storage capacity (Vogel & Machizawa,
2004). That study demonstrated a strong correlation be-
tween amplitude differences of ERPs across memory
array sizes and individual differences in VSTM capacity.
Furthermore, the ERP signal was strongest at parietal
and occipital electrode sites, a position that is consistent
with the posterior parietal/occipital foci of activation ob-
served in the present imaging study.

As with the ERP findings, our fMRI study revealed a
positive correlation between an individual’s behavioral
measure of VSTM capacity and the set size at which the
neural response reached asymptote. Other working mem-
ory studies have shown a positive relationship between
performance and neural activity (e.g., Olesen et al., 2004;
Pessoa et al., 2002). However, the relationship between
brain activity and performance levels is not always pos-
itive, since increased task performance has also been as-
sociated with decreased brain activity (e.g., Beauchamp,
Dagher, Aston, & Doyon, 2003; Jansma, Ramsey, Slagter,
& Kahn, 2001; Jenkins, Brooks, Nixon, Frackowiak, &
Passingham, 1994; Raichle et al., 1994). Such inverse re-
lationships are typically assumed to reflect more effi-
cient neural processing (e.g., Jansma et al., 2001; Rypma
et al., 2002). If so, the positive correlation between PPC
activity and individuals’ VSTM capacity suggests that
increased capacity may not be associated with more ef-
ficient neural processing per se. Instead, the storage of
additional objects in VSTM is likely to result from ei-
ther an enhancement of activity of the nerve cells within
a given neural tissue or the recruitment of additional
cells within the same tissue. In either case, our results
suggest that subjects who can store a larger representa-
tion of the visual scene may do so because they have a
greater neural cache for this representation in the PPC.
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NOTE

1. Whereas the term capacity in Experiment 1 could denote the max-
imum number of objects the subjects can store, this is not the case for
Experiment 2, given that only set sizes 1 and 3 were used. However, a
given individual’s capacity is not fixed, since it depends on object com-
plexity (Alvarez & Cavanagh, 2004) and task specifics (e.g., duration
of retention interval). Thus, the term capacity in this article refers either
to the maximum number of objects one can store (Experiment 1; Kmax)
or to the number of objects one can store at the largest set size tested
(Experiment 2; Ksetsize3). K refers to the estimated number of objects
stored at a given set size and, therefore, varies with set size.
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